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An exact 1−α confidence interval is an interval whose coverage probability is always no

smaller than the given confidence level 1−α. We here show how to compute exact confidence

intervals (lower one-sided, upper one-sided and two-sided intervals) for the difference of two

proportions, p1 − p2, in two cases below when the sample size is small to medium. More

discussions on sample size are available after Examples 1 and 2. All one-sided intervals

provided here are admissible in the sense that no real subset of these intervals can be of level

1 − α. Therefore, a uniform improvement is impossible. The two-sided intervals proposed

are of level 1− α, but they can be uniformly improved.

CASE i). Observe (n12, t, n21), where t = n11 + n22, from a matched pair experiment. The

function PairedCI() in the ExactCIdiff package is for calculating lower one-sided confidence

interval, upper one-sided confidence interval and two-sided interval for the difference of two

paired proportions p1 and p2. The basic usage of this function is provided with complete

arguments as the following,

PairedCI(n12,t,n21,conf.level=0.95,CItype=‘Lower’,

precision=0.00001,grid.one=30,grid.two=20)

The arguments n12, t, and n21 in the function take the measurements from the experiment.

The value of conf.level is the given confidence level of interval, 1−α, with a default value 0.95.

CItype gives three type of interval, and the default is Two.sided. Precision of the confidence

interval with a default value of 0.00001 is rounded to 5 decimals. The values of grid.one

and grid.two are the number grid points in the two-step grid search algorithm for the global

minimum. The higher values of grid.one and grid.two, the more accurate of the solution.

Based on our extensive numerical study, we found that grid.one=30 and grid.two=20 are

sufficient enough for the problem.
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Example 1. (Karacan et al., 1976) We illustrate the usage of the PairedCI() function

to calculate the exact smallest lower one-sided confidence interval. In this study, 32 mari-

juana users are compared with 32 matched controls with respect to their sleeping difficulties,

with n11 = 16, n12 = 9, n21 = 3, and n22 = 4. The second argument in the function is

t = n11 + n22 = 20. The researchers wish to see how much more help the marijuana use

provides for sleeping by using a lower one-sided 95% confidence interval [LP (n12, t), 1] for

θP = p1−p2 at (n12, t) = (9, 20), where p1 is the proportion of marijuana users who have sleep-

ing improved, and p2 is the proportion in the controls. First download ExactCIdiff 1.1.zip at

http://www.wright.edu/∼weizhen.wang/software/ExactTwoProp/ExactCIdiff 1.3.zip and in-

stall it. Then try the following.

> library(ExactCIdiff)

> lciall=PairedCI(9,20,3,conf.level=0.95,CItype="Lower") # store relevant quantities

> lciall # print lciall

$conf.level

[1] 0.95 # confidence level

$CItype

[1] "Lower" # the lower one-sided interval

$estimate

[1] 0.1875 # the mle of p1-p2

$ExactCI

[1] 0.00613 1.00000 # the computed lower one-sided interval in characters

> lci=lciall$ExactCI # the computed 95% lower one-sided interval in numbers

> lci

[1] 0.00613 1.00000

The use of marijuana helps sleeping because interval [0.00613, 1.00000] is positive. The upper

one-sided 95% interval and the two-sided 95% interval are given below.
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> library(ExactCIdiff)

> uci=PairedCI(9,20,3,conf.level=0.95,CItype="Upper")$ExactCI

> uci # the computed 95% upper one-sided interval in numbers

[1] -1.00000 0.36234

> u975=PairedCI(9,20,3,conf.level=0.975, CItype="Upper")$ExactCI

> u975 # the upper one-sided 97.5% interval

[1] -1.00000 0.39521

> l975=PairedCI(9,20,3,conf.level=0.975, CItype="Lower")$ExactCI

> l975 # the lower one-sided 97.5% interval

[1] -0.03564 1.00000

> ci95=PairedCI(9,20,3,conf.level=0.95)$ExactCI

> ci95

[1] -0.03564 0.39521 # the two-sided 95% interval in numbers

# it equals to the intersection of two one-sided intervals

The 95% upper one-sided interval and the 95% two-sided interval for p1−p2 are [−1.00000, 0.36234]

and [−0.03564, 0.39521], respectively.

The computation time of confidence intervals depends on the sample size n = n12+t+n21

and the values of n12, t and n21. Intervals in the following cases can be calculated in a

reasonable time:

a) when n is not large: e.g., PairedCI(30,40,30)=[-0.15916, 0.15916] takes about a hour

to complete on an HP laptop with Intel(R) Core(TM) i5=2520M CPU@2.50 GHz and 8 GB

RAM;

b) when n12 is close to n and a lower one-sided interval is needed: e.g., PairedCI(300,10,10,

CItype=“Lower”)=[0.86563, 1.00000] takes less than one minute;

c) When n12 is close to 0 and an upper one-sided interval is needed: e.g., PairedCI(10,10,300,

CItype=“Upper”)=[-1.0000,-0.86563], which is equal to -PairedCI(300,10,10, CItype=“Lower”).
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Foe most other cases, exact intervals cannot be computed easily because an inductive

construction is employed. By nature, when there are many sample points, i.e., n is large,

deriving an order on all sample points is very time consuming. Thus the confidence limit on

a sample point, which is located at the end of the order, needs a long time to calculate.

CASE ii). Observe two independent binomial variables: X ∼ Bin(n1, p1) and Y ∼

Bin(n2, p2). The function BinomCI() in the ExactCIdiff package is for calculating lower

and upper one-sided and two-sided confidence intervals for the difference of two independent

proportions p1 and p2. First download and install ExactCIdiff 1.3.zip if not done yet. The

basic usage of this function is provided with complete arguments as the following,

BinomCI(n1,n2,x,y,conf.level=0.05,CItype="Lower",

precision=0.00001,grid.one=30,grid.two=20)

The arguments n1, n2, x, and y are the observations from the experiment.

Example 2. There is a two-arm randomized clinical trial for the effect of tobacco

smoking on mice by Essenberg (1952). In the treatment (smoking) group, the number of

mice is n1 = 23, and the number of mice developed tumor is x = 21; in the control group,

n2 = 32 and y = 19. The mle for the difference between two proportions is

θI =
x

n1

− y

n2

= 0.319293.

The lower one-sided confidence interval for θI is given in the following.

> library(ExactCIdiff)

> lciall=BinomCI(23,32,21,19, CItype="Lower") # store relevant quantities

> lciall # print lciall

$conf.level

[1] 0.95 # confidence level

$CItype
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[1] "Lower" # the lower one-sided interval

$estimate

[1] 0.319293 # the mle of p1-p2

$ExactCI

[1] 0.133 1.00000 # the computed lower one-sided interval in characters

> lci=lciall$ExactCI # the computed 95% lower one-sided interval in numbers

> lci

[1] 0.133 1.00000

The lower one-sided 95% confidence interval is [0.133,1]. Therefore, the tumor rate in the

smoking group is higher than that of the control group. The following code is for the upper

one-sided and two-sided 95% confidence intervals.

> library(ExactCIdiff)

> uci=BinomCI(23,32,21,19,conf.level=0.95,CItype="Upper")$ExactCI

> uci # the upper one-sided 95% interval in numbers

[1] -1.00000 0.48595

> u975=BinomCI(23,32,21,19,conf.level=0.975,CItype="Upper")$ExactCI

> u975 # the upper one-sided 97.5% interval in numbers

[1] -1.00000 0.51259

> l975=BinomCI(23,32,21,19,conf.level=0.975,CItype="Lower")$ExactCI

> l975 # the lower one-sided 97.5% interval in numbers

[1] 0.09468 1.00000

> ci95=BinomCI(23,32,21,19)$ExactCI

> ci95

[1] 0.09468 0.51259 # the two-sided 95% interval in numbers

# it equals to the intersection of two one-sided intervals

The 95% upper one-sided interval and the 95% two-sided interval for p1−p2 are [−1.00000, 0.48595]
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and [0.09468, 0.51259], respectively.

Similar to Case i), the computation time of confidence intervals also depends on the

sample sizes n1 and n2 and the values of x and y. Intervals in the following cases can be

calculated in a reasonable time:

A) when both n1 and n2 are not large: e.g., BinomCI(80,80,25,25)= [-0.14826, 0.14826]

takes about one hour;

B) when x is close to n1, y is close to 0 and a lower one-sided interval is needed: e.g.,

BinomCI(200,200,190, 10 CItype=“Lower”)=[0.86094, 1.00000] takes less than one minute;

C) When x is close to 0, y is close to n2 and an upper one-sided interval is needed: e.g.,

BinomCI(200,200,10, 190, CItype=“Upper”)=[-1.00000,-0.86094].

The computation in other cases is time consuming by the nature of inductive construction.
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